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Introduction

Nowadays India is often desirable in areas where beauty, cricket and information technology are on the rise. The information sector expects all plans to retire before the government can respond. Information technology entails a spectrum of terms that are part of the new communication and computer technologies. Computer hardware, software and internet distinguish themselves from systems designed, developed and operated by professionals in information technology.

Developed countries are fully interested in hiring Indian software professionals in the information technology sector of engineering and technology. In the distorted front, the information technology industry or organization has systematically shown the highest growth figures over many years, just like any other industry or organization. India is part of six countries and other countries, such as Germany and Belgium, operate with satellites. INSAT in India is the world's largest domestic satellite communications system. India now has the third largest telecommunications network in the world.

The first year of this millennium was a year of great turbulence, tragedy and terrorism, slowing in the world economy or the financial sector. But the IT industry or organization in India has a surprise for this heavy rain. It is normal that the Indian information technology industry or organization has experienced solid growth since 1998. In 1984, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi made several attempts to develop the IT industry or organization in India.

NASSCOM

- National association of software and service companies
- In 1860 registered in the Social Act 1988
- Provide information technology and calculate the growth of the information technology industry.
- Mitigate transactions with companies, software and services.
- More than 980 World Trade Organizations?
- More than 150 companies are international companies in the US, UK, EU, Japan and China.

According to NASSCOM, the share of the IT industry or organization is 5.5% of gross domestic product in the Indian economy or financial sector, consistent with the data from www.imdr.edu. www.nasscom.org.
Create wealth through the information technology sector or organization:

Information technology has created more prosperity than R. Up to 90,000 crores (2002). This sector of engineering and technology as a whole also attracts large foreign direct investments. In the same year, $ 800 million of foreign investment was attracted to the entire area of technology and technology. Many factors have stimulated India's fastest growth and development of the information technology industry or organization.

- Abundant human capital
- Relatively low technical manpower costs
- Contribution from India's IIT and other leading technical colleges
- Create a world-class private label
- Special attention for technology-based industries and government research and development
- It includes the investment in the IT industry or organization.
- Mathematics and logic expertise
- Company culture
- India's legal system is relatively simple and clear procedures
- Brain drainage is delayed.
- Reasonable technological innovation
- Strong higher education
- Government support and policy

Indian information technology and business process. The quality of the branch or organization is unique. A variety of quality and process management tools are used to improve quality and ensure reliability. English familiarity (India has the second largest pool of English-speaking science experts in the world, it is only the second largest in the US) (www.nasscom.org).

India's global information technology market share

Penetration of domestic and foreign markets and overseas markets has led to the rapid development of the Indian information technology sector or organization. The physical size of the domestic market was US $ 1.9 billion in 2000 and US $ 4.0 billion in the IT market abroad, assuming a specific state of US $ 12.5 billion in 2000.

Nevertheless, the Indian information technology sector or the growth of the organization has led to a worldwide market share of only 2%. Despite all this, the large size of the global market will embarrass the huge opportunity for Indian information technology industry or organization to save time.

Turnover in the information technology sector or organization

Many business information processing organizations have been established that own or operate one or more facilities in India. Initially, the information technology industry or organization was raised by a small group of innovative entrepreneurs who later came to the Indian government to create an environment where they could benefit
from export opportunities. As a result, many companies have been established, but most companies are small businesses. The turnover of many IT companies is growing fast.

**Domestic and overseas market size**

Related to banking, finance, services, insurance, manufacturing, telecommunications, medical, customer interaction and support, financial and accounting, knowledge services, human resources management, construction and utilities. Services include information technology industries such as airlines and transport, retail or organizations that are fully capable to earn a large amount of services and income for different areas of technology and technology. Contributions from information technology companies or organizations in the field of employment.

In addition to wealth creation and large export profits, the Indian information technology sector or organization has also provided large-scale employment to enlightened and skilled workers. The combination of favorable conditions is the most prominent growth area in technology and technology, which offers many employability possibilities.

**IT-enabled services**

The IT industry or organization in India has started the call center operation of Western companies. In the 1990s, IT work reached a low level and Y2K calibration. In the 2000s I began to appeal to people with worldly knowledge, refinement and advanced research and development opportunities. Engineers in India today design aerospace engineering, Geotechnics, Aerospace engineering, Aircraft engine; Auto parts and factories; Next generation microprocessor; microchip; Communication products; Different sensor objects and medical devices. The Indian engineering R & D service sector or organization grew in 2010 from $ 1.4 billion in tax revenues in 2004 to $ 10 billion. Some market analysts warn that NASSCOM expects to reach $ 24 billion by 2015 and $ 45 billion by 2015.

It is currently very large and huge, suggesting that more than 1.3 million people in the entire IT and IT sector in India as a whole work in technology and technology. Ignoring the fascinating aspects of this fast-growing industry or organization is not easy to manage. We have given the differentiation of India and new companies on the world map. The concept of the function is fully in line with the input of the call center and BPO. The payment of five figures for young boys and girls is the order of the day.

**Conclusion**

What reaches the intended goal of the IT industry or organization in India is true because of the availability of highly skilled labor. The Indian education system focuses on mathematical skills and competence on the basis of practice and familiarity in English, creating a skilled workforce that is ideally suited to the information technology industry or organization.
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